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ABSTRACT
In the 1800s, Charles Babbage envisioned computers as analog devices. However, it was not until 150 years later that a Mechanical Analog Computer was constructed for the US Navy to solve differential equations. With the end of Moore’s Law, photonic computing is revitalizing the promise of analog computing by leveraging photons’ speed, bandwidth, and energy efficiency for faster, more efficient, and scalable analog computing systems. This paper argues that the networking community should augment pluggable transponders with photonic computing capabilities to enable a backward-compatible solution for in-network computing. We propose on-fiber photonic computing to perform computing operations inside network transponders while the data is in the optical domain. We discuss the components required to enable the seamless integration of computation into the very fabric of optical communication links. We then discuss several use cases of on-fiber photonic computing, including machine learning inference, video encoding, load balancing, and intrusion detection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in programmable switches have led to the emergence of in-network computing paradigms [21, 27, 31, 37, 46, 52, 56, 62, 65, 66], wherein computations are executed within the network. In-network computing minimizes latency and optimizes efficiency by implementing applications, such as packet classification, inside network switches/routers. However, today’s in-network computing proposals rely on implementing computing operations directly on switch/router ASICS, placing a burden on the available resources of the die, which is already operating at its maximum capacity. As a result, state-of-the-art in-network computing proposals cannot perform the complex operations needed to run various latency-sensitive applications [14, 22, 52].

To address this challenge, prior work has suggested augmenting current router ASICS with hardware accelerators to accommodate more complex operations [1, 21, 22, 52]. These approaches typically involve integrating new compute building blocks into existing router architectures. However, replacing all switches/routers in a network with new ones capable of performing complex in-network operations is challenging, if not impossible. On the one hand, given the chip power and area budget constraints of router ASIC, these new architectures support a limited number of computations apart from packet routing. On the other hand, deploying a new set of ASICS with equivalent reliability and robustness in today’s system is economically prohibitive and requires a significant time investment. We argue that a backward-compatible pluggable approach is required to address this challenge. To that end, we propose enhancing pluggable optical transponders with photonic computing capabilities.

Photonic computing is an emerging field that utilizes light-waves to execute a wide range of computation operations, including vector multiplication [19, 50, 71], pattern matching [6, 75], comparison [6], signal processing [34], and logic operations [68]. This paradigm enables fast and energy efficient computing [50, 60, 71]. By encoding and manipulating information in the analog domain using light, photonic computing may revolutionize various application domains, such as machine learning acceleration [19, 50, 60, 71], video processing [74], solving complex optimization problems [38], and matching data with pre-determined patterns [6, 75].

This paper argues that pluggable transponders are a prime platform for performing photonic computing inside the network without having to replace networking switches and
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section first provides a background on photonic computing (§2.1) and then discusses the benefits of integrating photonic computing into optical transponders to perform complex operations inside the network (§2.2).

2.1 Background on Photonic Computing

Photonic computing provides a wide range of computing primitives, such as vector dot product, pattern matching, and non-linear functions. These computing primitives are achieved with optical devices commonly used in optical communications, like modulators [3] and photodetectors [4]. Modern silicon photonic fabrication enables these devices to be miniaturized and implemented on photonic integrated circuits (PIC) at millimeter scale [9]. In this section, we describe the most relevant photonic computing primitives for in-network computing applications.

Photonic vector dot product. With the rapid growth of machine learning, there is a growing interest in achieving fast and energy-efficient vector dot product computations in the photonic domain [17, 50, 71, 72]. Figure 2a illustrates the main technique used to compute the dot product of vectors $\mathbf{a} \cdot \mathbf{b}$ in the photonic domain. First, digital-to-analog converters (DACs) transform the digital signals $\mathbf{a}$ and $\mathbf{b}$ into analog voltages and apply these voltages to modulators, thereby generating a lightwave with intensity proportional to the analog voltage. Then, the two modulators connected back-to-back produce double-modulated lightwaves, achieving the multiplication of each element $a_i \times b_i$ within the analog domain. The resulting element-wise multiplication is then directed to a photodetector to perform summation $\Sigma a_i \times b_i$ [19]. Finally, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts the result of the vector dot product back to digital.
Photonic pattern matching. Another popular primitive in photonic computing is photonic pattern matching [6, 75]. Figure 2b depicts the principle of photonic pattern matching where two phase modulators are encoding the data $\vec{a}$ and target matching pattern $\vec{b}$ in parallel. An optical coupler then combines the phase-modulated light and leverages the wave’s interference effect to decide if the data $\vec{a}$ matches the pattern $\vec{b}$. The interfered light intensity is received at the photodetector and converted to digital by an ADC.

Photonic nonlinear function. Photonic nonlinear functions have been experimentally demonstrated using modulators and photodetectors [9, 33]. Figure 2c presents a photonic nonlinear function implementation: by configuring the operating point of the optical modulators in advance, the photodetector’s output signal self-modulates its optical copy of the data, essentially creating a ReLU-like function entirely in the optical domain [9]. Although nonlinear functions do not require a huge volume of computations, introducing photonic nonlinear functions together with a photonic vector dot product enables all-optical deep neural network inference. For instance, prior work [9] presents a single-chip photonic deep neural network that integrates photonic vector dot product units and photonic nonlinear units, enabling the complete execution of deep neural network (DNN) inference computations exclusively within the optical domain.

2.2 Benefits of Photonic Computing

Photonic computing operates at significantly higher compute frequency than transistors [23, 26, 63]. Compared to the clock frequency of the state-of-the-art digital accelerators such as TPUs (approximately 1.05 GHz [28]) and GPUs (approximately 1.41 GHz [2]), photonic computing has the potential to improve the speed of computation by orders of magnitude. Moreover, prior work demonstrated the possibility of consuming only $40 \times 10^{-18}$ Joules for an 8-bit multiply-and-accumulate operation [50]. Compared to the energy consumption of digital accelerators such as TPUs, which consume $7 \times 10^{-14}$ Joules for an 8-bit multiplication operation, photonic computing can improve the energy efficiency of complex operations.

The speed and energy efficiency of photonic computing highlight the advantages of offloading computation-intensive tasks from electronics to photonics. However, computing in the photonics domain relies on optical devices, such as lasers, modulators, photodetectors, DACs, and ADCs. None of these devices is embedded in today’s accelerators, switches, or routers, but they are all part of optical transponders in fiber-optic communication wide-area networks (WANs) transmitting data across fiber links. As shown in Figure 3, an optical transponder is a device that converts electrical bits to optical signals to be carried on fiber optics networks and vice versa. The main components of a transponder are laser, optical modulator, photodetector, DAC, and ADC [43, 44].

Optical transponders have separate transmit and receive paths. The transmit path originates from electrical bits, which are then converted to analog voltages by the DAC. Subsequently, these analog voltages are encoded onto light waves using optical modulators. The receive path operates in the opposite direction, whereby incoming optical waves are first decoded into analog voltages through photodetectors and then converted into electrical bits by the ADC. This paper proposes that network operators enhance optical communication transponders with photonic computing capabilities to perform on-fiber computing. On-fiber computing has several advantages. First, it improves application latency by performing computation inside the network. This property is similar to in-network computing efforts [31, 46, 52, 62] except that the computation is performed on the transponders plugged into routers instead of inside them. Moreover, on-fiber computing does not require replacing router ASICs, thus making it backward compatible.
for incremental deployment. Compared to conventional in-network computing proposals, on-fiber computing’s pluggable transponders offer flexibility and performance improvements.

Second, since the data is already in the optical domain, on-fiber computing does not require constant digital-to-analog conversions, thus saving energy and chip area. In conventional photonic computing proposals, the data conversion between the digital and optical domains requires DACs and ADCs. By directly executing operations on the incoming optical signal, on-fiber photonic computing leverages devices already present in commodity transponders, leading to potentially substantial reductions in both chip area and power consumption.

3 ON-FIBER PHOTONIC COMPUTING

This section describes our proposed on-fiber photonic computing and its networking-related challenges. Computing operations are typically executed above the network stack, while the communication data are carried on fibers beneath the network stack. Connecting these two cross-layer functions is non-trivial, even though they may use the same physical devices. The key question is: “Is it even feasible to perform computation directly on optical data without converting it to the digital domain?” This section discusses three research challenges to enabling on-fiber photonic computing in today’s fiber-optics WANs.

- **Data-plane hardware**: How can we augment today’s optical transponder hardware to perform photonic computing directly on the incoming optical data?
- **Centralized controller**: What control logic can efficiently allocate computation tasks to photonic compute transponders?
- **Compute-communication protocol**: How can we design a compute-communication protocol to enable devices to distinguish between compute and non-compute packets, while ensuring all packets follow their correct paths in the network?

**Photonic computing transponder.** Figure 4 illustrates our proposed architecture for a photonic compute transponder (top) and showcases the on-fiber photonic computing process (bottom). In our proposed architecture, the transmit path aligns with that of the commodity transponders (as shown in Figure 3), and includes the following stages: ① digital data output from DSP ASIC → ② digital-to-analog converter (DAC) → ③ modulator → ④ optical data output into the fiber. In commodity transponders the receive path involves ① optical data input from the fiber → ② photodetector → ③ analog-to-digital converter (ADC) → ④ digital data input to the DSP ASIC. In contrast, our design augments the receive path with a **photonic engine**. The photonic engine is fabricated on the same chip as the transponder and performs all computations in the analog domain. This chip includes an optical preamble detection module to identify the arrival of a new packet and signal the start of the photonic computing process using techniques described in prior work on all-optical pattern matching [6, 75]. The photonic engine performs the appropriate computation tasks and inserts the results into a predetermined field in the packet header or payload. The output of the photonic engine is a series of lightwaves that we transmit directly to a commodity photodetector, mirroring the process employed by a conventional transponder. We envision that each transponder will contain several photonic computing primitives (§2.1) and perform several computing operations. Service providers will reconfigure each transponder according to the desired operation.

**Centralized controller.** In a real-world scenario, multiple end-users concurrently utilize on-fiber photonic computing services. As a result, there is a need for a centralized controller to continuously track the status of all photonic compute transponders and dynamically reconfigure them to accommodate a diverse set of photonic computing tasks according to users’ demands. Inspired by centralized traffic engineering (TE) algorithms in WANs [10, 67], we propose to use an optimization formulation to allocate photonic computing resources based on demand. The optimization formulation takes user demands in terms of photonic computing task dependency graphs (e.g., a computation DAG) and network topology as input. It then takes the number of transponders at each node as resource constraints. The optimization objective is to satisfy as many compute demands as possible while minimizing the resource utilization of transponders.

![Figure 4: Our proposed photonic computing system.](image-url)
### Compute-Communication protocol

In today’s WANs, when routers make individual next-hop routing decisions, they typically perform a lookup function on the destination IP address in a routing table to identify the corresponding entry. There is a need for a compute-communication protocol to guarantee that networking devices and end-hosts can distinguish between compute and non-compute packets. We propose enhancing the existing networking protocols and packet header formats to integrate the information on the essential photonic computing primitives a packet requires. Our additional photonic computing packet header is layered on top of the IP header to identify the photonic computing primitive ID. With this additional header information, routers perform next-hop lookup based on two fields: the destination IP address in the IP header and the photonic computing primitive ID specified in the photonic computing header. Since the centralized controller already maintains information on all photonic compute transponders, it serves as the vantage point from which to collect and combine the information from both IP routing and photonic compute routing, subsequently delivering next-hop updates to all routers.

### 4 USE CASES

This section describes various use cases of on-fiber computing. Table 1 provides a summary of these applications, including user-facing applications, such as machine learning inference [49, 52, 62, 70, 71] and video encoding [45, 53], in addition to a diverse range of network functions, such as IP routing [42], intrusion detection [69], data encryption [30, 57], load balancing [58, 73], and massive MIMO baseband processing [24, 29].

In user-facing applications, end-hosts initiate service requests and send the relevant data to a dedicated processing unit for computation. In contrast, network functions generally involve examining specific fields of the data packets and performing computation operations in the network. Typical computing locations for these applications include servers in the cloud, end-hosts (or edge devices), and in-network locations such as routers, switches, smartNICs, and middle-boxes. For the cloud-based scenario, end hosts experience latency bottlenecks due to the packet processing delays at the cloud servers. Meanwhile, edge-based or in-network solutions can only support small models because of their limited computing resources.

On-fiber photonic computing addresses these challenges by performing the required computations while packets traverse the network, thereby achieving low-latency and energy-efficient operations. The fundamental photonic computing primitives include:

- **P1** Photonic vector dot product
- **P2** Photonic pattern matching
- **P3** Photonic nonlinear function

There are two primary reasons for the energy savings. First, leveraging energy-efficient photonic devices and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Current Compute Location</th>
<th>Current Bottleneck(s)</th>
<th>Photonic Computing Primitives</th>
<th>System Design Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Machine learning inference [49, 52, 62, 70, 71]</td>
<td>Servers in the cloud</td>
<td>Poor latency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>End hosts / Edge devices</td>
<td>Limited computing resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Routers / Switches / SmartNICs</td>
<td>Limited computing resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video encoding [45, 53]</td>
<td>End hosts / Edge devices</td>
<td>Limited computing resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| C2    | IP routing [42] | Routers | Power hungry | | | Photonic ternary matching hardware, router co-design |
| Intrusion detection [69] | Servers in datacenters and SmartNICs | Computing resource hungry | | | P2 | Photonic regular expression matching hardware, Electronic-Photonic co-design |
| Data encryption [30, 57] | End hosts / Edge devices | Limited computing resources | | | P1 | Photonic encryption hardware, trust model, in-network encryption algorithm |
| Load balancing [58, 73] | Switches | Limited memory for precise load balancing due to replicating entries | | | P2 | Photonic comparator hardware, switch co-design, photonic load balancing algorithm |
| Massive MIMO baseband processing [24, 29] | Servers in datacenters | Computing resource hungry | | | P1 P3 | Photonic signal processing hardware and algorithms |

Table 1: On-fiber photonic computing use cases. (C1) User-facing applications; (C2) Network functions.
avoiding the usage of servers reduce the considerable energy costs associated with CPUs. Second, maintaining data within the photonic domain eliminates the need for costly digital-to-analog conversions.

To support the realization of diverse on-fiber photonic computing systems across a wide range of applications, several system design challenges arise. First, the system design necessitates the development of novel architectures and algorithms to execute computation tasks within the photonic domain. For instance, while prior work introduced the photonic vector dot product primitives, we still need new architecture designs for diverse DNN models and new algorithms to mitigate photonic noise during computation and achieve high accuracy. Second, it is important to formulate a novel packet routing and scheduling policy. In scenarios where multiple end-users demand access to the same photonic compute transponders, this new policy should mitigate congestion and achieve efficient load balancing. Third, these computing tasks require a centralized controller for efficient metadata allocation across the network. For instance, on-fiber machine learning inference requires trained DNN models to be distributed across network devices in advance.

5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

**Scalability.** One advantage of our proposed architecture is that photonic compute transponders can support up to 800 Gbps network bandwidth on one wavelength [12]. This bandwidth can be shared among many users to support their on-fiber computing applications. However, the centralized controller introduces non-trivial scalability challenges. The optimization formulation is fundamentally an integer problem because it needs to decide which photonic computing transponder to use.

**Security.** Security is progressively gaining significance in modern WANs, with a substantial portion of user communication being end-to-end encrypted. Numerous prior works focus on enabling computation with encrypted data, encompassing a wide range of applications, such as machine learning inference [39], video analytics [41], search systems [18], and deep packet inspection [47]. Our current proposal does not prioritize security, but we believe incorporating the above mechanisms will facilitate performing photonic computing for encrypted optical data over fiber.

**Form factor.** Our proposed scheme necessitates incorporating supplementary components such as additional photonic components, digital memory, and digital control logic on the transponder, leading to increased chip area and power consumption of transponders. We leave an in-depth analysis of the chip area for future work.

**Distributed on-fiber photonic computing.** Our scheme suggests performing the required photonic computing task on a single transponder. If the computation task calls for a lot of resources and thus requires the coordination of multiple transponders, we need to deploy and execute the computation task in a distributed manner.

### On-fiber photonic computing in datacenters

While this paper focuses on on-fiber photonic computing in WANs, we believe it is extendable to datacenter environments as well. The idea is to deploy the photonic compute transceivers in datacenter switches, similar to the architecture of photonic compute transponders in WANs. When datacenters serve computing request packets from end-users, these photonic compute transceivers undertake a portion of the required computations as packets traverse the datacenter network.

6 RELATED WORK

**Analog computing.** Charles Babbage laid the foundation of analog computers in the 1800s [8]. Over a century later, the US Navy used the Mechanical Analog Computer (MAC) for flight simulations to solve 4th order differential equations [16]. Recently, there have been several proposals for electrical analog computing chips that use arrays of DACs to encode floating point vectors as electrical voltages and currents [7, 15, 32, 61]. These signals travel through a 2D array of components, such as flash memory, memristors, or transistors, before the result of a matrix-vector product is readout by an ADC. In contrast to these analog computing proposals, we propose distributing photonic computing capabilities across the WAN to execute the computations while data packets are on the fly.

**Photonic computing.** Photonic computing is an emerging field with the potential to perform fast and energy-efficient computation operations [13, 13, 17, 25, 35, 40, 50, 60, 64, 70]. However, state-of-the-art photonic computing work has focused on developing drop-in computing cores and ignored the impact of optical networks on their systems. Lightning [71] recently proposed a photonic computing datapath to enable machine learning inference on smartNICs. Similarly, IOI [70] proposed processing inference queries using photonic devices inside the network. Yet these approaches still require constant digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversions. In this paper, we propose preserving the data in the optical layer during computation and eliminating the extra cost of data conversions.

**Active networking.** Active network is a network architecture where switches or routers can perform customized computations on packets traverse through them [54]. Early efforts like Capsule [55] and SwitchWare [5] demonstrated the benefits of programmable packet processing within the network datapath. However, there have been security concerns about the radical approach of active networks. Our proposal of on-fiber photonic computing is similar in spirit...
to active networks, but it allows computing in the physical layer in the optical format without the need to read the packet data. If combined with advanced techniques like homomorphic encryption, our proposal can enable computing on the encrypted optical data, respecting the end-to-end security of the network link.

**In-network computing.** With the rise of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [36] and programmable switches [11], many efforts have been made to perform in-network computation on programmable dataplane devices, such as routers and switches [27, 31, 37, 46, 52, 56, 62, 65, 66], smartNICs [49], and FPGAs [21]. However, existing in-network computing paradigms perform digital computation within the network stack using electrical devices. Our vision is to leverage photonic computing and push the computation down to the physical layer beneath the network stack.

### 7 CONCLUSION

Photonic computing is a powerful technology to perform fast and energy-efficient computation in the analog domain. This paper argues for a paradigm shift wherein the network performs photonic computing while the data is on fiber. Our proposal leverages the fact that today’s networks already convert digital data to photons using commodity transponders. We discuss the hardware components, centralized controller, and compute-communication protocols required to enable the vision of on-fiber photonic computing.
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